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ABSTRACT 

Nuclei of several isotopes of .prome.thium. wer.e ... aligned at low tern,. 

peratures by a pseudo-quadrupole interaction in cerium magnesium nitrate 

and by a magnetic hfs interaction in n~gQ._ymium-ethylsulfate. Pseudo-

- 143 144 
coupling constants were determined for -Pm , . Pm , and 5.4 day q_uadrupole 

148 143 . 148 148 
Nuclear moments were derived for Pm , 5 .4-.d Pm , 41-d Pm , Pm 

149 \ 148 
and Pm . The spins of 5·4-'d and 41-d Pm were found. to .bel and 6 

respectively. Evidence was obtained· for spin assignments of 6 to states in 

148 144 
Sm at 1.90, 2.09, and 2.19 MeV. Measurements on Pm tend to confirm 

the validity of the temperature scale for cerium .. magnesium nitrate. 
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PSEUDO..:.QUADRUPOLE COUPLING -.CONSTANTS AND NUCLEAR 
MOMENTS. OF SEVERAL PROMETHIUM ISOTOPES 

R. w. Grant and D. A.- Shlrley 

UCRL-10472 

Lawrence Radiation Labor.atoryandDepartment of Chemistry 
University of' .Calif'.ornia 

Berkeley;. California 

September,: 1962 

I . INTRODUCTION 

The method of ldW-tem.[>erature nuclear orientation has been used with 

considerable success-in r.e.c.ent.years .for elucidating cer.ta.i.n.basic features 

.• 1,2 
of .nuclear ... decay processes. Like other experimental techniques, it is 

most fruitfully employed· where it·canyield information either uniquely or 

with greater ease or reliAbility than can ·other methods. Thus another .. area 

in which nuclear orientation cari he par.ticularily' usef'ul.is in studying 

certain subtle aspects of internal fields .. in .sol~ids.,_- f'or .e.xample . . magnetic 

3,4 
hyperfine struct-ure in metals. . An add.i tional . .e.x.ample .. i.rL,this .. area is 

the detection of small qua:U.upole5 a~d pseudo-quadrupole 
6 

effects in ionic 

crystals. In this paper such. effects are reported for .. several promethium 

isotopes in a iattice of ceri~ magnesium nitrate (CMN). The-·pseudo-q_uadrupole 

interaction is discussed· in terms of crystal field theory .. Coupling con-· 

· stants and nuclear moments are derived. from_ the experimental ~data. The Pm 

isotopes were aligned in both CMN and neodymium·.ethyl.sulfate (NES}, "and 

several nuclear parameters of. these. i-sotopes· and their~ .. d.aughters- are also 

reported. 
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II . EXPERIMENTAL. PROCEDURE 

Earlier experiments have shown that Pm isotopes can be aligned in 
' 8 

both NES and CMN lattices.
6

'
7

' In the present series of .experiments we 

148 ' 14.8 143 
have aligned (5.4 day) Pm and (41 day) Pm in the NES lattice .and Pm , 

144 ( 4 . ) ' 148 
Pm and 5. day Pm in the CMN lattice. 

143 144 ~ 
Pm and Pm were prepared .as discussed in ref .. 7 and 8 respect-ively. 

148 
The Pm isomers were made with roughly equal yield in the Berkeley 60". 

148 
cyclotron by a (p,n) reaction on Nd (in enriched Nd

2
o

3
) .. The target 

+3 material was passed through· a cation;-exchange c.ol.urrm to separate Pm .. from 

Nd+3 . The promethium isotopes were then taken up in saturated solutions of 
) 

NES or CMN and single crystals, weighing about· 5 gm·. , · of ··the . corresponding 

salts were grown with Pm +3 incorporated substi tut·ionally into the Nd +3 and 

Ce +3 lattice sites. . The crystals were then mounted in an adiabatic de

magnetization cryostat described--e·ls-ewhere-.9 ·.The te~erature ·range covered 

in NES was 0.02 
0 0 < T < l K and in CMN was 0. 003 < T < 1 K. The JIJ.agnetic 

te~eratures of the salts were measured with coils and an AC mutual inductance 

10 
bridge and the te~eratures were converted to thermodynamic temperatures 

ll . 12 
using the data of Meyer for NES and the data of Daniels and .Robinson for 

CMN. The crystals were sufficient_ly isolated thel"'!lally to stay bel0w the 

helium bath temperature for about 2 hours after. each -demagnetization. Count-

ing, using multichannel ana:Lyzers, was d0ne for a per~od of from2 to 5 

minutes immediately after each demagnetization. The crystal was then .warmed 

to the helium· bath te~era ture ; and . a .n0X'rn.alization· count. was~ taken. .Appropriate 

corrections, amounting to about lOr{o of the anisotropic component of angular 

distribution, were made for such effects as the f.inite solid angles subtended 

by the counters. 
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A. 
.-144 

Pm 

III . EXPERD1ENTAL RESULTS 

.144 . . 13 ·_ 
The decay scheme of Pm _ after Ofer and Funk, et 

14 
al. is shown 

144. 8 
in Fig. 1. .·From earlier alignment experiments on Pm in NES magnetic 

hyperfine structure constants, A, for spins of 5 and 6 were available. We 

144 ' 
have a;J-i-gned Pm in CMN and observed the :anisotropies, f-0r the--4 74, 615 -and. 

695 keV -y -rays. The intensity of -y -radiation.emitted from or:i.ented nuclei, 

as defined. in the usual way
15

, .. is given as 

(1) 

For low degrees of alignment this equation can,be approximated by 

(2) 

where the .. higher order· ter.ms .. .are. negligible~ 
. \ 

'l'he --~r...a.tur.e.""ciependeR-ce of . . 
0 0 r(e) for the 695-keV -y -ray at-B =-0. and e :=-90 ·is shown in Fig. 2. 

The angular dependence of r(e) for the 615 keV y ~ray at 0.0031° K·is shown 

in Fig. 3· The data for this temperature may be fitted .by a curve of the 

form 

r(e) (+ 0.143 ± o.oo4) P
2

(cos e) - (o.oo3 ± o.oo4) £4.(cos e) (3) 

The values of I(O) at T == O.QQ31°K are given.in Table I for the three -y -rays 1 

obsE;rved. These values show- that U F of the 474 keV "\/ -ray .. is considerably 2 2 I 

(24 ± 7%) less than u
2

F
2 

for the other two -y -rays. The.same effect was 

8 
observed previously. in NES. 
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For "streched" transitions of the type I (L) I-L (L) I-2L etc., the 

UkFk products, h€11ce .the angular. distributions,. -should he :identical for all 

'Y -rays (i.e., UkFk (-yi) = UkFk (')'i+l), etc.). This can easily·be shown by 

writing out the Uk and Fk functions explicitly in terms of 6~j symbols.
1

5 

The three .6-j -symbols that -are necessary to theproof -all.have the .form 

£ 1: 

A one-term expression for 6-j symbols of this .form 

I 16 is given in Edmonds .. book , and the proof reduces to a few lines of algebra. 

It is valid for all I, k, and L. Alternatively the same result may be derived 

from a similar result of angular correlation theory
17 

simply by substituting 

.. Bk , the orjentati on parameter, ..for F~ ~ .the F. coef.ficient for the first 

y- -ray in a "stretche.d" .cascade. 

The fact that the 615 and 695 keV 'Y -rays are stretched transitions 

explains why their u
2

F
2
's are equal. 'However if the .spin of Pm144 were 6 

and if the E. C. decays also involved -only the minimum -angular ·momentum change, 

the u
2

F 2 of the 4 74 keV -y- -ray should a.lso be the. same .. as· -that of. the 

su.cceeding transitions, and this is contrary to---the·~experimental observation. 
144 . ' 

If one assumes that the spin of Pm is 6 and that both E.C. decays 

are of the type L = 2, this would lead to a 13% relative reduction in u2F2 

(474 keV). If one assumes that the spin of Pm
144 

is 5 and that the 45% branch 

of the E.C. decay is L = .2 and the 55% branch is L = l this would lead to 

a 15% relative reduction in u2F2 (-474 keV). Ofer13 estimated the log ft of the 

45% branch 'to be 8.0 and the ·log ft of the 55% branch to be 6.8. Thus the 

above assumption of a higher L for the E.C. of the 45% branch does not seem 

very reasonable. Another possible explanation for the decrease in u2F
2 

(474 keV) could be that the l~fetime of the 1.784 MeV state was somewhat 
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longer than· that of the 1-.310 MeV and 0. 695 ·-MeV states. · This longer· life-

time could permit some degree of reorientationanda subsequent attenuation 
;, 

in the size of the effect. In any case the smaller size of u2F2 (4~4 keV) 

is not well understood. 

B. 

Pm
14

3 · has been previously aligned in NES. 7 The decay schemes proposed 

13 143 18 by Ofer for Pm and by Starfelt and Cederlund f . p 143 h . . or · r · are s own ln 

4 ~3 Fig. . . We 'have aligned Pm · . ih CMN .and ob.served the anisotropy of the 

740 keV ~ -ray. The temperature dependence of I(O) for this ~-ray is 

shown in Fig. 5· From this curve it is evident that a very high degree 

of alignment has been achieved because at the lower temperatures the curve 

is asymptotically approaching a limit. The angular distribution at 

0 
T = 0.0031 K could be fitted by the--theoretical curv-e r(e) = 1 + 0.090 x 

p2(cos e) to within experimental. error, again showing that .the terms with 

k > 2 in Eq. 1 were negligible. 

~3 . I The ground state spin of Nd has been measured as 7 2 by Murakawa 

19 
and Ross. This corresponqs to an odd parity . state according to 

shell model theory. Ofer found the 740.keV -~-ray to be predominately Ml, 

4 . 143 I I implying that the spin of: the 7 0 keV state lll Nd -must -be 5 2-, 7 2-. or 

912-. All of these spins are consistent with.the data shown in Fig. 5· 

Th h 11 d 1 d · t th t th · d 61 t t of T">..._ 

14 3 wl· 11 e s e mo e pre l.C s a . · e unpal.re - -s pro on .r-111 occupy 

either a or ~712 state. By comparing the data in Fig. 5 with the 

theoretical values of B
2 

we can obtain u
2

F
2 

for the 740 keV ~ -ray. 

- 143 I If we assume that the spin of Pm is 5 2 we obtain u2F2 = - 0.093 ± 0.005; 

for a spin of 712 we obtain u2F2 = - 0.094 ± o.oo4. 
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Bl. Prl43 

143 
In connection with our work on Pm we searched for a 740 keV ~ -ray 

associated with 

ground state of 

18 
Starfelt and Cederlund found that the 

. . 143 
the decay of Pr . 

143 
Pr 

143 . 
lies 922 keV above the ground state of Nd . Tt might. 

143 143 
therefore be expected that Pr would decay to the 740 keV state in Nd .. 

We obtained 10 me of Pr143 (from the Oak Ridge Radioisotopes Division). The 

Pr+3was subsequently purified on an ion exchange column and any short;...lived 

Pr· activities were allowed to decay ·.away for a ,few .days. The ,haJ::f...,.life .we. 

observed for Pr143 was 13.5 ± 0.6 .days whi.ch.agrees well with earlier deter-

minations. 

·143 . 
The Pr· .source was,placed b~tween Be ,absorbers to stop the.j3-rays 

and cut down on the production of bremstrahlung. The pboton .. spectrllill observed 

with a Nai counter was linear out···to about 7-70 .keY-.on,:a-,semi--·.1eg scale (Fig. · 
. - . . ' . 

6). A straight line was .fitted through the data and then .subtracted .from 

the data to get the q_uantity 8 shown in Fig. 7. The solid curve in Fig. 7 

represents the curve we feel best fits the data. The broken line corresponds 

to a theoretical curve which should be.observed if 
-4 143 

l. 5 X 10 tfo of the Pr 

· decays produced 740 keV· ·y -ray-s. .We feel that. this curve.- represents a 

reasonable upper limit for the -y -transition, yielding log ft > 11.0 for 

the 13- decay which populates this state:. This beta branch thus probably in-

valves at least two units of angular momentum-carried away by the leptons. 

2o . 143 I Budick et al. have rec::ently measured the spln of ,Pr as 7 2. . Since the 

143 
740 keV state of Nd .. must have· spin and parity B/2.--, 7/2- or 9/2- by 

virtue of the Ml transition to the-7/2- ground state, the ·(thus ordinary 

143 
first-forbidden) beta branch to the 740 keV state from.Pr is incredibly 

hindered; The log ft of· ll.-0 would be high even for a uniq_ue first-forbidden 

traLsition (which this would be if the spins involved were 5/2+ and 9/2- in 
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For a nonunique transition this log ft is remarkably 

high and suggests a new selection rule for ~·decay in this region. A similar 

21 d 147 example is furnished by the . ecay of Nd . . A statement of this rule which 

fits the existingdata is that the interactions.of tensor rank l are for-

biddenJ at least for .61 I= 0. 

c . ( 5. 4 day) Pm 
148 

148 ' . 
The 5.4 day isomer of Pm was .aligned .. in.,both NES . .and .GMN. The 

decay schemes 

22-24 
cently. 

148 
of the Pm isomers have been. throughly .. investi.gated re-

. 24 
The decay scheme after Reich)' et. al. -is given for reference in 

Fig. 8. - The--only ·-y,-ray"ani·sotrOpy -we were able to·,measur-e-•accura:tely was 

that of the 1460 keV -y -ray. The 910 -and ·550 keV y -'rays .had too much back-

ground unde;r them from the 41 day isomer to enable.;any.,accuxate determination 

of their·anisotropies. Th~ temperature dependence of I(O)for-the 1460 keV 

-y -ray in CMN. is shown .in Fig. 9; 
24 

.Reich et.al. were able to showthat the spin of the 1460 keV state 

-148 ' 
in Sm is l. Based on this result and the data _i.n Fig. 9 we can establish 

the spin of (5.4 day) Pin
148 

·as 1·-. ·--For· the decay of (5-.4 day) Pm
148 

to the 

1460 J:(eV state ,our .data. ,.fit either . .a l -+1 or .. 2 -,-7.2 transition very well 

but not a 2 ~-1 spin .sequence.. In order to obtain a .large enough. u
2 

with 

the right ·.pign fora 2 ~-1 spin sequence. one would: have to .. assume almost pure 

L = 2 for the f3- decay to the l46o keV state and even .. in this rather unlikely 

case (log ft is only 7.8) a small deviation from.linearity in I(T) should be 

observed asindicated_by the dashed curve in Fig. 9· ·The 1- ground state 

148 
spin assignment .for· Pm ·also fixes the spins of the 75 and 135 keV states 

148 - . 24 
in Pm · as 2- and 6-- . re.spectlvely. · · 

The temperature dependence of I(O) for. the 1460 keV -y -ray in NES is 
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shown in Fig. 10. In bOth NES and CMN, I(B) was found to i'it' a P
2

(cos G)' 

distribution, showing· tha:t· terms of· higher order than :i3
2

U2F 2 were negligible. •·-

The 1460 keV transition· must be pure dipole, requiring an F 
2 

'of + 0.707 .' ·The 

parameter B
2 

must" be negative in CMN•(see Sec. IV}; therefore u2 must aiso 

be negative. The f3- .decay. which populates the 146o· keV .state :triust be pre-

dominately- L = 1 since L = 0 and L = 2 give positive cont:dbutions to u2 . 

The CMN data establish . . u
2

F <- 0.23. 
•·. 2 

Thus u
2 

for this ~-ray is less than 

- 0. 33; and the 1.1 MeV .f3 branch must be more than 72%. o.f the L = 1 type. 

We obtained a very rough value-of+ 0.01.± 0 .. 02 for B
2

U2F
2 

o.f 
' ' ' 

the 910 ~keV --~ --ray at 0. 0033°K ·in CMN. Thus 5 , "the E2/Ml .amplitude mixing 
. . . 24 

ratio, is-- 0.06 ± 0.06. -From the--angular correlation data, 5 is deter-

mined as 5 = + 0.046 ± 0.001 .. Inasmuch as the .sign oi' 5.must necessarily 

' . 21 2'5 26 
be different between the two e:x;per~ments ' ' these results are .in good 

agreement. 

D. 
148 

(41 day) Pm . 

148 .. 
The 41 day isomer of Pm was .aligned.only in .NES. The decay scheme 

for this isomer' is'also given .in Fig. 8. We were able to observe the 

anisotropies of the 550,- -627, 723, 913 and lOll ke·v y~rays. All the I(8) 

for these five ~-rays showed a pure ·p (cos 8) behav.ior. The temperature 
2 ' 

dependence 'of I(O) for the 550keV -y-_;__ray is shown in Fig. 11'. The tern;.. 

perature dependence of I(8) for the other ~ -'rays which.we observed had the 

same form. The parameter I(O) for the five~ -rays at T = 0.02° K is 

given in Table II. From this table it cah again be· seen that I(O) for the 

550 and 627 keV --~ -rays is the same to within eJqJerimental error since 

these are streched transitions. We were able to· establish limits on B
2 

0 
at 0.02 K of B ·- = 0.26 ± 0.03 by corrg:iuting maximu.nt and minimum values of 

2 
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u
2 

andF
2 

for all five y -rays which were consistent with the decay scheme, 

which then.gave the range-of allowed values for~· Since B2 must·be the 

same f0r ·all the transitions at any given temperature the overlap of these 

values was used to establish the above limits. -Now we may combine our data 

24 
with the angular correlation data to establish- the spins of the l. 90, 2. 09 

. . . ·148 
and 2.19 MeV states·0f Sm . The· Reich et, al. data are consistent with spins 

4 and 6 for· the 1.90 -MeV state. If the ·Spin- -0f thi-s- state---W-ere---4, B2 would 

0 
have to be 0.17 ±·O.Olat 0 .. 02 K to agree with these .data; therefore this 

spin possibility is ruled ·out. --For: a .spin assignment of ,6, B
2
-at 0.02° K 

would have :t;:e :~e o.g5 .± 0.04 which agrees very well with our value of B
2 

and establishes -the spin of: the L 90 -M;eV state as 6. 

For the 2.09 MeV state, ---the -angular· correlation--data are consistent 

0 
with spins 5 and· 6. ·If the spin ·Of the 2.09·'MeY state ":were 5, B2 at 0.02 K 

would have to be 0.19 ±0.03 to agree with this data and this makes the 

agreement with our value ratherp0or. --For a spin 6 state, B2 woul<L have to 

be 0.27 ± 0.04 which agrees well with our value of B2 and makes 6 the most 

likelyspin assignment for this state. 

The 2.19 MeV state must have spins 4 or 6 to be consistent with the 

angular correlation data. If the spin of this state were 4, B2 .would have 

to be 0.2b ± 0.01 at 0.02° K which again is not consistent with our value. 

A spin. assignment of 6 for this state leads to a value for B
2 

of 0. 28 ± 0. 04, 

in good agreement with our value. Thus the spin of this state is 6. 

It thus seems likely that the spins of the L 90, 2. 09 and 2.19 

MeV states are all 6 and that the 723, 913 and 1011 keV y -rays are all pure 

E2 transitions. 
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IV. HYPERFINE STRUCTURE CONSTANTS 

The observables in nuclear orientation experiments are co~licated 

functions of the interestingparameters. 15 In all but the si~lest case 

these functions are not easily invertl=d. Certain ass~tions,.usually about 

the multipolarities of unseen transitions, must often be made-in.using tb,e 

data to derive such quantities as nuclear moments. As future experimental 

tests of these ass~tionsmay.make the nuclear orientation work subject to 

re-interpretation., it is desirableto state clearly the assumptions made in 

inter:preting.the data. Thus in this section the derivation of coupling con-

stants is discussed. 

First the form of the Hamiltonian:for Pm+3 'in both the 

crystals requires separate discussion. Shirley et al. 
8 

showed 

NES and CMN 

144 
that f0rPm 

aligned in NES the most important term leading to.alignment was the magnetic 

hyperfine interaction 

AS I 
z z 

(4) 

This interaction produces equally spaced nuclear magnetic substates and as a 

-2 consequence the leading term in B2 goes as T We observed this same 

initial behav·ior of B2 in (5.4 day) Pm
148 

(Fig. ·10) ·and (41 day) Prri
148 

(Fig. 11). 

6 . . . 149 
Chapman, -et al. showed that for Pm aligned in CMN the interaction 

has the quadrupolar form 

p" [I 
2 

- (1/3) I (I + 1)) 
z 

(5) 

This was shown from both the sign and te~erature dependence of the ~ -ray 

anisotropy. A quadrupolar interaction produces splittings in the nuclear 
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magnetic substates·which are.proporti.onal to Iz2 
and consequently the lead-

ing term in·the temperature· dependence· of 
-1 

is .T .. Our _results for 

-Pm143, Pm~4.4 ,. and ... (5.4 .. -'~.--~ -·y) Pm· 
148 . .al· 1"g.ned · rnu11.r • l t t . = 1n -VJ,•.m .are -ln Com.P e. e agreemen . . ... - - · . 

with Ghapi!Jf3.n' s cobservation. ·In. each. case the sign of the -y -ray anisotropy 

in CMN is opposite··.to that in .NES. ~ther, the te~eya::tur~ dependence of the 

anisotropy in each •case is 'Very.· accurately represented- by an. interaction of 

the quadru:polar form··(F-igs. 2, .· 5, and 9)• ·This is especial:ly .obvious f.or 

-Pm~44 and (5-.4· ·day) Pm148 
in which the characteristic T-

1
.dependence of I(S) 

is exhibited over the entire attainable temperature range . 

. Thus. it ·is certainly justifiable ·to derive an. experimental hfs coupling 

constant, A, from:the 1:!-lignment data-in NESand a. 11qua:drupole 11 coupling con-

stant, P11
, .from the alignment data-in.CMN. ·The hfs coupling constants, A, 

148 
were evaluated in a strai-ghtforward manner· for (5.4 day) Pm and (41 day) 

Pm
148 . in NES and are~ -given . in· Table III. 

+3 . ( ) ·For·Pm 1n CMNa pseudo-quadrupole interaction is expected Sec. V. 
l . . 

! 
The ·pseudo-quadrupole interaction is an old problem· in atomic spectroscopy 

(see. for example ref. 27) . . The. quadrupole coupling. constant, . P, and the 

pseud,o-quadrupole coupling constant, P', are not related in a known fundamental 

way; they are given by 

p = c 4T (2I 
Q 

which describes an electric effect, and 

P' = C' 
2· 

1-l' 
':-2 
I 

1) ' 

' ' 

(6) 

'~. ' 

(7) 
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whic.h .. describes a magnetic effect. The constants C a-nd C' ·are independent 

of_ nuclear p.ar.ame:ter.s and thus have the same values for .all Pm isotopes~. 

·For the present axially-symmetric problem, .however, the. two . .coup-

ling constants-are- indistinguishable and on-ly their sufrl-P" :ls measurable~ 

-Thus the hfs portion 0f the ground-state .spin-Jiamiltonian f.or:•Pm+;J_ in CMN is 

Jt = (P + P') [I 
2 

- (l/3)- I (I + l)J = P" [I 
2 

- (l/3) I (I + l)] (8) z z 

We shall refer to P" as the total quadrupole coupling c.onstant. -From .. our 

143 144 148 ° 
data on fu , Pm and (5.4 day) Pm in CM:N we can evaluate the eJq)eri-

mental total-quadrupole coupling .constants P" and these are -given in-Table III. 

0 

.. 0 
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V. CRYSTAL FIELD THEORY 

In order to de.rive. nuclear moments from our .alignment data in 

CMN it becomes necessary to evaluate C' experimentally. This may be done 

only if the relative sizes of P and P' are known. To estimate .these magnitudes 
28 . . . 29 

we used the crystal field theory of Elliott and Stevens, - 'extended by. Judd 

to ·CMN, to work out the eigenvalue.s:and eigenstates for the . .ground-state 

+;5 
manifold of Pm in CMN. 

The crystal field parameters are found-experimentally to change 
. 

quite smoothly 'thr.ough the -rare-cearth series,,and the following set of 

parameters for· Pm +3 ·.·was obtained by interp;la tion from the values given 

29 
by Judd. 

- 40 

- 40 

-1 
c:in 

-1 
em 

-1 
em 

-1 
30 em , 

700 

and 

-1 
em 

-1 
em 

The signs of A~(r6 ) and AE(r
4

) are arbitrary but must b~ different. Energy 

matrix elements were evaluated for the 9 states of the lowest level, 5I 4 

The 9 X 9 matrix reduces to three 3 x 3 matrices, _and the eigenvalue problem 

involves only solving cubic equations. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors .are 

given in Tabl~ IV. 

-1 
The lowe::;;t energy state is a singlet which lies about 19 em 

below the next (doublet) state. . We may now determine the relative si.zes of 

P and P'. 
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Evaluating P' from3° 

for Pm+3 

P' = 1.48 X 10-3 

-1.· 

' 
we obtain 

-1 em 

UCRL-10472 

(9) 

(10) 

where L::E is the splitting in em between.the .ground state singlet and the 
. ~l 

lowest doublet. For a splitting of 18.8 em , we f.ind 

P' 
. -5 2 -1 

8 . 39 X 10 · .gN em (ll) 

We can also evaluate the effect of direct coupling between the crystalline 

30 
field and Q. the nuclear quadrupole moment: 

0 
3A Q 2 

I(2I-l) 
(12) 

2 0 2 -1 
Now to evaluate this quantity we must know (r ) since only A2 (r ) = ~40 em 

is known. 
2 . . . . ~ 

To evaluate (r ) we used Ridley's Hartree radial wave .f'unctions 
. . . . +3 . +3. 

which are available for Pr and Tm . We graphically integrated and 

2 ' ·+3' . 2 +3 
obtained (r ) == 1.445 a.u. for. Pr· ·and (r ) == 0.7505 a.u. for Tm . 

. . 2 .· . +3 
By interpolation we obtained (r ) = 1.31.a.u. ·for Pm •.. Using this value 

we calculated 

-6 3.28 X 10 .· L 
I (21 ~ l) 

-1 
em (13) 
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We next considered th~ interaction of the .4f electrons. with the quadrupole 

moment·.· 

28 
This can be appro;x:imated as 

. 2 
p ~ 9 e Q -3 2 
. 2 ~ - 4 I ( 2 I - 1) ( r ) ( J II a II J) (+I J z 

Evaluating thfs term for Pm+3 we obtain 

p ""+ 
2 

- 4 
7 .. 49 xlO- Q 

I (21 - 1) 

-1 
em· 

(1/3) J (J+l) I+) (14) 

Since all the other states in the lowest level (5t4 )·lie considerably 

higher in energy and the first excited.level (51
5 

)·is about 1586 cm-l higher 

in energy, 33 .perturbatiens due to higher states may be neglected by com-

144 
parison. Using .a spin of 6 andthe magnetic moment of 1.75 n.m. for Pm 

we calculate P 
-5 -1 . -6 . -1 

1.13 X 10 Q em and P' ·= 7.17 X 10 em . Nuclear 

quadrupole moments in this region are of the order of 0.5 barns; thus P could 

6 -6 -1 
be as high as ~ X 10 em .. Even so these theoretical estimates are much 

-5 -1 
smaller than the experimental value for P11 of (7.3 ± ().4)x 10 em . 

The value of P' depends en·the splitting between the lowest singlet 

and doublet. This splitting was theoretically investigated by varying the 

interpolated crystal field parameters and was found to·be very sensitive 

0 6 6 6 
to the values of A

6
(r) and A

6
(r ). ·The size of the 0bserved effect can 

-1 -1 
easilybe accounted .for·.if the splitting· is ab0ut 2 em instead of 19 em , 

0 6 6 6 
and this splitting can easily be obtained by reducing A6(r ) and A6(r ) . 

h A
0
6
(r6) b bl In fact one could infer from our experiment t·at is pre a y 

~1 -1 6 -6 
closer to -50 em than -40 em and that A6(r ) is somewhat lower than 

-1 
700 em It should be pointed out that adjusting the energy spacing 
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between the lowest singlet and doublet to fit the data is a valid procedure 

0( 6) A66_(~6_) inasmuch as it requires changing A6 r and ~- by amounts well within 

the accuracy to which they are known. The theoreticaLquadrupole coupling 

constant, P, is not .appreciably altered by this procedure. It follows from 

144 
this discussion that P < O.lP" for ·Pm i.e., .that P" is at least 90% 

pseudo-quadrupole. ··Thus it seems valid to derive_, from the exerimental fl 

144 
and P" of Pm , a. spin-independent pseudod:j_'uadrupole coupling constant C'. 

144 
We shall account fc:Jr the possibility of P" for Pm . being as much as 10% 

P in the limits of error for C'. 
' 
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; - VI; . NUCLEAR. MOMENTS 

"!' ' 

Once it -res been -e-st~blfshed· that the pseudo-quadrupole mechanism is 

mainly responsible: for pr~dhcing .the alignme~t of Pm +3' in CMN i-~ becomes. 

possible to derive nuclear moments for the various Pm isotepes. Shirley, et 

8 144 
al. aligned·- Pm in NES- and es-tablished that f'or I = 5, If.!. I = .L 68 ± D-.14- n .m. 

. . • I ' ' ' 

ahd for I = 6, lf-l I = l. 75 ± 0.14 n.m. From,Table III we fihd P" = + (1.1± 0.1) 

-4 -1 
X 10 em for I = 5 and P" = 4) -5 -1 

+ (7 •3 ± 0. X 10 em .for, I = 6 . . Using 

3 -1 these values and Eg_. 7 we can now calculate C' = +. (1.01 ± 0.17) x 10- em 

(n.m.) 
-2 

A. 

and 

143 
Pm 

143 
The spin oLP.IIL ... is a] mast .. _cer±a:inl¥- 5/2 ~or 7/2. , . For a spin of. 7/2 

1 )' -3 -1 · the e:xpe.rimenta.l ~~'=,+-\);.25 ±.0.2.: X 10 em .we_calcJJJat.e.:-.themagnetic 

momE7nt as. __ Il-L I = 3. 9 ± .. o. 5 :n .m., whi,.le .f.or .a .spin of, 5/2--and. the experimental 

P" = 
. . -3 -1 

+. (2. 2 ± 0 ·3) X 10 em 
~ ... ' . . . . we get a :magnetic moment of · Il-L I = 3. 75 ± • 0. 5 

n.m. For an unpaired .proton in a g
7

/
2 

state the Schmidt _and ~Dirac lirnits on 

the magnetic moment are 1.7 n.m. and 3.1 n.m. respectively. The Dirac and 

Schmidt limits for a proton in a d
5

; 2 state are 2 .. 9 n .. m. and 4.8 n.m. 

respectively. Since the value Il-L I= 3·9 ± 0.5 n.m.falls outside the usual 

limlts for ·a g
7

/
2 

proton one could.interpret_this as weak evidence for the 

' 143 ... '· -. 
spin of Pm being 5/2 rather than 7/2. 

B. (5.4 day) Pm 
148 

148 
For (5.4 day) Pm ~.are.ableto combine the data shown in Figs. 9 and 

10 to get the magnetic moment. . Experimenta-l-ly it is determined that u
2 

must 

be negative for this transition (See Sec. III). Since only the L=l ~ 

transition produces a negative u
2 

, one limit on u
2 

must be for a pure . L=l ~-' 
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decay, which has u2 == - 0. 50. From the CMN data we. can set the other limit on 

u2 and we find- 0.50 < u
2 

<- 0.37. Then using this value of u
2 

in con-

-1 
juncti.on with the NES data in,Fig .. lO we can set the limits on A; 0.0316 em 

< !AI < 0.0388 cm-
1

. Now from the relation34 

!AI I 
== 0.0193 

We obtain 1~1 == 1.82 ± 0.19 n.m. 

148 
C. (41 day) Prn 

(16) 

148 
The magnetic moment for (4l.day) Prn is very simply evaluated from 

the NES data. Using the decay scheme (Fig-.8) modified by our results of 

148 
Sec. III (i.e. that Il.

9
0 == I 2 . 09 == I 2 ,19 = 6+ in Sm and that the spin 

of (41 day) Prn
148 

is 6-) we can get limits on u
2 

of the 550 keV 'Y -.ray.; 

0.52 < u2 < 0.58. From the data of Fig. 11 we then find IAI == (5.8 ± o.6)x 

-3 -1 
10 em and using Eq. (16) the magnetic moment is ev:aluated as 1~1 == 

1.80 ± 0.18 n.m. 

D. 

149 6 
.Prn wa.s aligned in CMN by Chapman et. al. Since they did not have 

the value of c• in Eq. 7 they were unable to determine the magnetic moment 

149 -4 
of Prn . From .their data we .can obtain .a. value for P11 of + (8.8 ± 2.l)x 10 

-1 
em leading to a magnetic moment 1~1 == 3·3 ±0·5 n.m. 

.... 
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VH . · ·DISCUSSION · 

It is interesting to examine the magnetic moments for the spins 1 
148 . . 

and 6 states of Pm -The shell model predicts the 6lst proton of this 

odd-odd nucleus to have either a or g7/2 configuration while the 

87th neutron should have either an f
5
; 2 

or configuration. · There 

are seven ways in which to combine these states to make spins 1 and 6 and 

these possibilities are shown in'Table v. Using.the "Schmidt.values" of the 

magnet-ic moments for unpaired protons and neutrons [JJ. (d / 2 proton) = 
5 

+ 4.79 n.m., fJ. (-g
7

/ 2 proton) = + L72 n.m.,JJ.- (f
5
/ 2 neutron) = + 1.37 n.m., 

and fJ. (f
7

/ 2 neutron) = - l. 91 n.m.]. and coupling .the neutron .and proton 

angular momenta, we obtain the values for the magnetic moments listed in · 

column 4 of Table V. -These values agree very poorly with the experimental 

148 
values derived above. However since the Pm isomers are not near a closed 

shell for either protons or neutrons there is no a priori reason to expect 

these single-particle values to be applicable in this region. 

-Perhaps a more useful comparison with experiment c~n be .provided by 

35 
means of an empirical calculation based on.the ground-state spin assign-

ments and magnetic moments of odd nucleons in neighboring nuclei. ·Table 

VI shows the values of fJ. whichwere used for the nominal ~5/2 and 

proton and f
5
/

2 
and- f

7
/ 2 neutron. configurations.. ..Only. the d

5
/ 2 proton 

configuration value is rather arbitrary and this is not too .important since 

147 149 
both Pm and Pm have spins of- 7/2,.making it.most ,likely .that the 6lst 

. ~s I ~7 p,roto_n in Pm is in a 7 2+ conf.iguration. The sign of fJ. for Nd was 

inferre.d from the Schmidt value. By coupling the g values shown in Table 

VI we calcuJa ted the empirical values of the magnetic moments shown in 

column 5 of Table V. Comparison of these values with the experimental re
_, 

sults shows· that good agreement is obtained if the ground state (I = 1) of 
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148 
Pm is in a nominal (g

7
/ 2 f

5
/ 2 ) configuration and the excited state 

(I = 6) has a nominal (g
7
/ 2 f

7
; 2 ) configuration. The coupling of spins 

in these configurations is contrary to Nordheim's rules but since we are 

dealing with multiple-particle configurations rather than single-particle 

configurations this disagreement may not be important. 
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VIII . .ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE SCALE FOR CMN 

A careful inspection _of Figure _2 will show that the axial data points, 

with the exception of the lowest temperature point, could be .fitted slightly 

better by a curve with a small negative curvature in I(e) vs T_
1

.indicating 

"saturation" of the nuclear alignment. Such a curve would be physically 

reasonable.; it would correspond t.o a much larger value of P 1 than does the 

curve actually drawn in Fig. 2. If the lowest-temperature point were in 

reality at a much lower temperature still_,it would lie on the, "saturation" 

cu.rve. If the T-T* relationship for CMN were considerably in error, the 
. , . . . 

lowest temperature point -could appear to be at too high a temperature. There 

* . , is S()me evidence that the T-T relationship for CMN might be. in error in 

jus~ this way, the lowest point lying at a temperature much lower than 

0.003o K.38,39 

A more thorough analysis of the data in Fig. 2 ten~s to refute this 

interpretation for two reasons: (1) there is no detectable P4 
term ir.< 

the angular distribution at the lowest temperature (Fig. 3), whereas the 

"saturation" curve would require the distribution I(e) ~1 + 0.17 P2 (cos e) -

0.03 p4 (cos_ e) at thi,s temperature; and (2) the magnitude of the limiting 

value for the ,coefficient of the P
2 

term is+ 0.40 for this-decay sequence; 

the saturation curve would.require a value of + 0.18 

144 l"t t" 1 b t t" t We conclude, then that thedata for·Pm qua o...a lVe y sus an la e 

12 
the magnetic temperature scale for CMN given by Daniels and Robinson. 

It should be noted that this experiment is not highly sensitive to small 

* inaccuracies in the T-T scale, nor was the ultimate possible accuracy 

obtained. Still this measurement, provides independent confirmation, by 

* a unique method, that the T~T relation for CMN is essentially correct. 

/ 
i 
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E')' 

keV 

615 

-25-

Table I 

I(O) 

1.106 ± 0. 008. 

1.141 ± 0. 008 

1.137 ± b. 008 

I(O) for the 474, 615 and 695 keV 

')' -rays observed in the decay of 

144 0 
Pm . aligned. in CMJ'iJ at 0. 0031 . K. 

UCRL-10472 
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Table II 

E 
I(O) r 

keV 

550 0.920 ± o.oo6 

627 0.910 ± o.oo6 

723 0.919 ± o.o68 

913 0.908 ± 0.010 
r-

lOll 9.902 ± o.oo8 

Intensities for y-transitions observed 

in the decay of aligned (41 day) Pm148 

along the crystalline C axis and at 

UCRL-10472 
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Table III 

Isotope I-spin lA I (10-~ ··. -lr em " P" (10-3 em -1) 

1~1!< Piril43 5/2 29 (3) . 2:2 (.3) 

7/2 22 (2) 1.25 ( .2or 

144. 
6.5 (. 5) ( .01) . Pm 5 0.11 

6 5·6 ( ·5) : 0.073 ( .oo4) 

(5 .4 day). Pm1~8 . 1 35 (4) 3·3 (. 7) 

(41 day) PID.
148 

6 5·8 (-. 3) 

.Pml49 7/2 0.88 ( .2) 

Hyperfihe structure coupling constants,· A, . and • total·· quadrupole coupling 

constants, p", for several· Pm isotopes in NES and CMN, respectively. Errors 

are given parenthetically ... 



Energies 
(cm-1 ) 

-181.66 

-162.82 

-l23. 51 

172.:53 

193· 91 

194.00 

-28- UCRL-10472 

·Table IV . 

Degeneracy 

1 

2 

2 

1 

2 

1 

Wave functions 
in IJz) not~tion. · 

+0.561+3) + 0.6110) - 0.561-3) 

+0.661±4) + 0.731± 1) + 0.211+~) . 

±0.4751±4) + 0.181± 1) + 0.861+ 2) 

+0.711+3) + 0.711-3) 

+0.591±4) ± 0.661±1) + 0.461+ 2) 

-0.431+3) + 0.7910) + 0.431- 3) 

· 5 Pm+3 . CMN 1 1 t d Energ~es and wave functions of the eigenstates of r4 .~n , ca cu a e 

from crystal field theory with· p~rameters given in text ... · 

.. ...... 
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Table v 
. ~ -. 

'-'• 'Proton ~, Neutron ll (n.m.) .J..l (n.m.) Agreement with 
con- con- Schmidt Empirical Nordheim's 

figuration figuration I value value .. rules 

d5/2 f7/2 l ' -3.62 -2. 8o No 

d5/2 f7/2 6 2.88 3·65 ¥es 

d5/2 f5/2 l · a.:23 _ l.Cli Yes 

g7/2 f7/2 l -0.03 0.31 Yes 

g7/2 f7/2 6 -0.18 1.84 No 

·g7/2 f5/2 1 0.42 1.67 No 

g7/2 f5/2 6 3·09 3·52· Yes 

• ·' ' ' f . 0"•• 

Possible proton and neutron configurations which would give sp~ns l and 6 
. . 

~8 . . 
for Pm • Agreement with the experimental values of I J..LI = 1. 8 for both 
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Table VI 

Ground-state Nominal · 
Odd-A nucleus spin (I) configuration JJ.(n.m.) g(n.m.) 

g7/2 . (+) j.O (+) 0.86 

5/2 f5/2 . (+) 0.53 (+) 0.21 

7/2 f7/2 - 0.85 - 0.24 

+ 4.0 
5/2 d5/2 + 5.1 

+ 1.80 
+ 4 .. 8 
+ 4.5 

148 
· · Nuclear moments of odd-A nuclei in the neighborhood of Pm 

ref . 

36 

36 

37 
'36 

Schmidt value 
Value used 
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474 
E2 

-31-

(5-. ,6-~. r .. 50d E.C. 
45% ·..,-' 

55% 

4+ __ .......,. __ 

615 
E2 

2 + --,...r-"-- 0. 6 9 5 
695 
E2 

Nd 1:44 

- 144 
Pm 

MU-28202 

Fig. 1. . . 144 . 13 Decay scheme of Pm after Ofer. 

UCRL-10472 



1.15 

1.10 

1.05 

I (8) 

0.95 

-32-

8=0·deg 

8=90deg 

0. 90 L...-.-----'--------L----=--=--=--
0 100 200 300 

T -I (o K)-1 

MU-28203 

UCRL-10472 

Fig. 2. Temperatur~ dependef~e of' I(8) f'or the 695 keV -y -ray in 
the decay of' al~gned Pml taken at 0° and 90° f'rom the 
crystalline C axis in CMN. Normalized theoretical curves were 

·calculated f'rom Eqs. (2) and (5). 
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1.10 

1.00 

0.90 

-30 -15 0 15 30 45 60 75 90 105 

8 (deg) 

MU -28204 

Fig. 3· Intensity vs. angle f~~m the C axis, e, for the 615 keV 
~ -ray in the decay of Pm1 . The data were taken at 
T = 0.0031° Kin CMN. The solid curve is 1 + 0.14 P2 (cos e). 
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(5/2+, 7/2+) / I . E.C. 
45°/o · 

Pr 143 55o/o 

7/2 + ---"T","T"\-\ :/ 

100°/o~.......,....----L--(5/2-, 7/2-, 9/2-) 

Fig. 4. 

Ml 
740 

Nd 143 

143 143 Decay schemes of Pm and Pr . 

MU -28205 

...... 
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1.1 0 r---------r--------T-----.,--__, 

1.08 

1.06 
I (0) 

1.04 

1.02 • - 8/12/61 
o - 12/ II I 61 

1.00 _____ ___,_ ____ ..____....._ ____ __._ _ _, 

0 300 

MU-28206 

Fig. 5. Temperature deRendence of I(O) for the 740 keV ~ -ray 
in the decay. of Pm1 3 in CMN. Data of August 12, 1961 and 
December 11, 1961 are shown with normalized theoretical 
curve ca;tculated by using Eg_s. (2) and (5). 
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Q) - 740 keV c 
t lo-

Ol 
c:: -c:: 
~ 
0 10 
() 

Q) 

> -c 
Q) 

0:: 

600 700 800 
Energy ( keV) 

MU-28207 

143 Fig. 6. Scintillation spectrum observed in decay of Pr plo~ted 
on a semi-log scale so that background due to bremstrahl'L111g will 
be linear. 
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Q) 

20 
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,.-_ "" 
/ -

• • 

A 

a:: -2 0 L--------J-------1.----' 

650 .. 
<J 

750 850 

Energy (keV) 

MU-28208 

UCRL-10472 

Fig. 7· The difference plot of 6 (defined in !ext) vs. energy. 
Dashed curve would be expected if 1.5 x 10- % of decays 
produced 740 keV ~ -rays. 
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... 

0.135 
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Fig. 8. Decay scheme of the Pm isomers re1avent to our research 

as given in ref. 24 and modified by this work. 
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Fig .. 9· Temperature dependence o~8I~O) for the 1460 keV ~ -~ay 
ln the decay of ( 5. 4 day) Pml ln CMN. Data a:re shown Wl th 
normalized theoretical curve calculated from Eq_s. (2) and (5). 
For explanation of dashed curve see Sec. III c. 
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Fig. 10. Temperature dependence of I(O) for the
4
S46o keV 

~ -ray in the decay of aligned (5.4 day) Pml in NES. 
Data are shown with normalized theoretical curve calculated 
by using Eqs. '(2) and (4). 
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Fig. 11. Temperature dependence of I(O) for tha
8

550 keV 
~ -ray in the decay of aligned (41 day) Pm~ in NES. 
Data are shown with normalized theoretical curve cal
culated by using Eqs. (2) and (4). 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, rior the Com
mission, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness ~f the information contained in this 
report~ or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission'' includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 
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